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Abstract Driver intention prediction allow drivers to perceive possible dangers in the fastest 

time and has become one of the most important research topics in the field of self-driving in recent 

years. In this study, we propose a driver intention prediction method based on multi-dimensional cross-

modality information interaction. First, an efficient video recognition network is designed to extract 

channel-temporal features of in-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos respectively, in which we 

design a cross-modality channel-spatial weight mechanism to achieve information interaction between 

the two feature extraction networks corresponding respectively to the two modalities, and we also 

introduce a contrastive learning module by which we force the two feature extraction networks to 

enhance structural knowledge interaction. Then, the obtained representations of in- and out-side videos 

are fused using a Res-Layer based module to get a preliminary prediction which is then corrected by 

incorporating the GPS information to obtain a final decision. Besides, we employ a multi-task 

framework to train the entire network. We validate the proposed method on the public dataset 

Brain4Car, and the results show that the proposed method achieves competitive results in accuracy 

while balancing performance and computation. 

 

Keywords driver intention prediction · self-driving · multimodal learning · contrastive learning · deep 

neural networks 

 

1. Introduction 

Based on a report by the World Health Organization (WHO), fatal injuries resulting from road 

traffic accidents account for approximately 1.35 million deaths worldwide annually, with non-fatal 

incidents excluded [1]. Driver misconduct, which includes dangerous driving behaviors such as illegal 

lane changes or turns, speeding, and fatigue driving, has been found to be the primary cause of most 

traffic accidents according to research in the field of road safety [2]. In recent years, advanced driver 

assistance systems (ADAS) have been widely valued as a means to improve driving safety and prevent 

car accidents. Driver intention prediction, a key component of such systems, enables drivers to rapidly 

detect potential hazards and develop a range of solutions to enhance road safety [1,3,4]. 

In real-world situations, humans have a reaction time of approximately 2-3 seconds to respond to 

accidents. Therefore, driver intention prediction algorithms must be designed with sufficient expected 



anticipation to aid drivers in making timely decisions [5,6]. Jain et al. released a dataset of natural 

driving containing in-vehicle and out-vehicle videos, GPS, and speed information, and achieved an 

accuracy of 86% with an expected anticipation of 3.5 seconds using a deep learning sensory fusion 

architecture [7]. In recent years, numerous studies have successfully achieved effective driver intention 

prediction based on the Brain4cars dataset. However, some issues still require further examination. 

Some research teams have primarily relied on in-side video and manually coded road information to 

predict driver maneuvers [8-10]. These studies have shown that driver behavior can ensure safe take-

over behavior in conditionally autonomous driving [11]. Nevertheless, these works lack comprehensive 

information without further processing the out-side videos. The effectiveness of machine learning in 

intent recognition has been established [12-14]. Kim et al. augmented the in- and outside information 

using an artificial neural network (ANN) model and fed the augmented information to a support vector 

machine (SVM) to detect the driver's intention [15]. However, modeling temporal information using 

ANN is challenging, leading to suboptimal performance in intent prediction.  

Deep learning has recently gained extensive development and application in various fields. Due to 

the principle of using a large number of neurons to simulate human perception, thinking, and other 

activities, researchers have employed deep learning to address driver intention prediction, with 

promising outcomes [1,10,16-18]. Generally, deep learning-based driver intention prediction 

approaches offer advantages such as automatic feature learning, end-to-end learning, and more 

comprehensive and superior performance of the learned features. However, most studies utilize 3D 

Conv [10,16,19], optical flow [1], or stacking of LSTM [3,16-18,20] to model the temporal information 

of video sequences, leading to issues of large network parameters and high algorithm deployment costs. 

Moreover, it is noteworthy that most studies neglect or do not effectively utilize GPS information.  

This paper presents a novel driver intention prediction method that leverages multi-dimensional 

cross-modality information interaction. The proposed method uses an efficient video sequence feature 

extraction network to extract channel-temporal features from the in-side (driver) and out-side (road) 

videos. To balance deployment cost with high prediction accuracy, the method uses both long-term and 

short-term temporal modules to model global and local temporal information, respectively, and a 

channel attention module to extract channel information. The feature extraction process is enhanced 

with a cross-modality channel-spatial weight mechanism to achieve information interaction between 

the two modalities. Additionally, a contrastive learning module is introduced to force the two feature 

extraction networks to enhance structural knowledge interaction. The obtained representations from the 

in- and out-side videos are fused using a Res-Layer based module to obtain a preliminary prediction, 

which is further corrected by incorporating GPS information to obtain a final decision. To ensure high-

precision intention prediction while performing efficient single-modality feature extraction, a multi-

task framework is employed to train the entire network. The contributions of this paper include the 

proposed cross-modality information interaction, the efficient video sequence feature extraction 

network, and the multi-task framework for high-precision intention prediction. The key contributions in 



this paper can be highlighted as follows: 

⑴ We propose a driver intention prediction method based on multi-dimensional cross-modality 

information interaction. 

⑵ We design an efficient video sequence feature extraction network to extract channel-temporal 

features of in-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos respectively, in which we design a cross-

modality channel-spatial weight mechanism to achieve information interaction between the 

two feature extraction networks corresponding respectively to the two modalities, and we also 

introduce a contrastive learning module by which we force the two feature extraction 

networks to enhance structural knowledge interaction. 

⑶ We propose a prediction module based on Res-Layer and GRU classifier to get a preliminary 

prediction which is then corrected by incorporating the GPS information to obtain a final 

decision. 

 

2. Related Work 

 This section mainly sorts out the related work of the proposed method and reviews the technical 

and algorithm of driver intention prediction from the following three perspectives, including (1) the 

application of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [21] in driver intention prediction; (2) video 

sequence analysis; and (3) cross-modal information interaction.  

2.1 Driver Intention Prediction by CNN 

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have shown promising results in driver intention prediction 

tasks due to their ability to extract and learn high-level representations of image and frame sequence 

features, mimicking the human visual system. For example, Bonyani et al. employed a DenseNet121 

architecture with Dropout and Avg-Pooling techniques, as well as LSTM and Global attention modules, 

and used RAFT and FlowNet2 to extract optical flow of in-side and out-side video sequences [1]. Some 

researchers have utilized 3D Conv to model the temporal information of video frame sequences. Chen 

et al. proposed a two-stream structure based on a deep three-dimensional CNN [16], while Rong et al. 

used 3D-ResNet to extract video spatiotemporal features [10]. Recent studies have demonstrated that 

CNN-based algorithms achieve state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance on datasets such as Brain4Car [1]. 

2.2 Video Sequence Analysis 

Temporal modeling plays a crucial role in video sequence analysis. While 3D Conv-based 

networks have been widely used for this purpose, they are computationally expensive. To achieve 

efficient global temporal information representation, TSM [26] first uses a temporal shift algorithm 

based on a 2D Conv network for temporal modeling, which addresses the issue that traditional 2D 

Conv cannot capture the relationship in the temporal dimension, and the high deployment cost of 3D 

Conv-based methods. Similarly, to reduce the computational pressure caused by optical flow extraction 

[27-29], some research teams propose to use 2D Conv-based modules to extract difference information 

instead of optical flow. To balance the deployment cost of the algorithm while predicting driver 

intention with high accuracy, we propose a long-term and short-term temporal module to model the 



global and local temporal information of the video sequence respectively. Specifically, our long-term 

temporal module adopts a different time-shifting method from TSM to achieve long-term temporal 

information modeling with low computational cost. To efficiently represent short-term temporal 

information, our short-term temporal module refers to the motion excitation (ME) module [30]. Unlike 

the ME module, our short-term temporal module calculates the feature-level frame differences of the 

current frame and two adjacent frames to represent the motion information more comprehensively. 

An SE block [31], which models the dependencies of each channel to selectively strengthen useful 

features and suppress useless ones through global information, has been proven to improve the channel 

information representation ability of a network in image classification tasks. Recent studies have 

shown that inserting SE blocks into a network can significantly improve its performance [32–34]. For 

video recognition tasks, Wang et al. proposed the addition of channel excitation to a video recognition 

network to enhance the channel information representation ability and improve the overall performance 

[35,36]. Building upon these findings, we propose a channel attention module that is structurally 

similar to an SE block [31]. We replace the fully connected layer in the SE block with a 2D Conv layer 

and add a 1D Conv layer to improve the channel information modeling ability. 

Based on the above work, we design an efficient video sequence feature extraction network, 

which utilizes the channel attention module and long- and short-term temporal module, to extract 

channel-temporal features of in-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos respectively.  

2.3 Cross-Modal Information Interaction  

The task of driver intension prediction is a challenging one that requires the integration of 

multiple types of information to achieve accurate results. Prior methods [8–10] have focused primarily 

on using in-side video and manually coded road information to predict driver maneuvers, which limits 

the ability to obtain comprehensive multimodal information. To address this, many research teams have 

emphasized the importance of cross-modal information interaction and designed effective multi-modal 

fusion methods. However, these methods typically focus on multimodal fusion in a single dimension 

(i.e., either feature extractor or classifier) [1,10,16–18], and often overlook the potential benefits of 

incorporating GPS information. This is a noteworthy limitation in the field that warrants further 

exploration. 

In order to achieve effective multimodal information fusion, we propose a driver intention 

prediction method based on multi-dimensional cross-modality information interaction. In the feature 

extraction process of in-side and out-side videos, we first design a cross-modality channel-spatial 

weight mechanism to achieve information interaction between the two feature extraction networks 

corresponding respectively to the two modalities. And to measure the structural knowledge between 

cross-modal and cross-sample feature vector representations, we introduce a contrastive learning 

module by which we force the two feature extraction networks to enhance structural knowledge 

interaction. Then, the obtained representations of in- and out-side videos are fused using a Res-Layer 

based module to get a preliminary prediction, which is then corrected by incorporating the GPS 



information to obtain a final decision. More specifically, we design a 1D deep neural network based on 

the residual structure [37] to extract multimodal fusion features, and use a GRU classifier to predict a 

preliminary result, and finally, we use the lane information and intersection information in the GPS 

information to correct the preliminary prediction results to  get the final decision.  
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Figure 1. Framework of the proposed driver intention prediction method.  

 

3. Our Method Design 

 Our proposed driver intention prediction framework diagram is shown in Figure 1.  In this section, 

we introduce the technical details of the proposed driver intention prediction method. First, an efficient 

video recognition network is designed to extract channel-temporal features of in- and out-side videos 

respectively, in which we design a cross-modality channel-spatial weight mechanism to achieve 

information interaction between the two feature extraction networks corresponding respectively to the 

two modalities, and we also introduce a contrastive learning module by which we force the two feature 

extraction networks to enhance structural knowledge interaction. Then, the obtained representations of 

in- and out-side videos are fused using a Res-Layer based module to get a preliminary prediction which 

is then corrected by incorporating the GPS information to obtain a final decision. Besides, we employ a 

multi-task framework to train the entire network. We adopt the frame sampling strategy proposed by 

TSN [38], divide the input video V  (in-side and out-side videos) into T  video segments at equal 

intervals, namely, 
1 2( , , )

T
V V V V= , and randomly extract a frame from each video segment to obtain T  

frames of images as the input sequence. 
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Figure 2. Baseline for extracting video features (top) and implementation of the short-term temporal 

module (bottom). 

 

3.1 Baseline for extracting video features  

 The modeling of channel and temporal information is crucial for effective video sequence analysis 

[36]. The proposed method presents an efficient video sequence feature extraction network for 

extracting channel-temporal features from in-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos separately. As 

depicted in Figure 2 (top), we employ a long-term and short-term temporal module to capture global 

and local temporal information of the video sequence, respectively, and a channel attention module to 

extract channel information. We have provided a more detailed explanation and further discussion on 

the feature weighting operation of the proposed module in Section 5.2. Then, the designed multimodule 

is incorporated into each ResNet block of the 2D ResNet-50 [37] in a logical manner. 

More specifically, the structure of the channel attention module is similar to that of an SE block 

[31]. We refer to the ACTION module [34] to add a 1D Conv between two FC layers of an SE block to 

strengthen the channel information modeling ability, and the FC layers in the SE block are replaced by 

a 2D Conv layer. Given an input of X     N T C H W
, where N  is the batch size, C  is the number of 

channels, and H W、  are the height and width of the input image, we utilize the dependencies of each 

channel obtained by modeling the above steps to strengthen the features containing useful information 

and suppress useless features, which can be interpreted as: 



O I I CX X X W= + ,  1 1,        N T C H W N T C

I C
X W   (1) 

 Where 
IX  and 

OX  represent the input and output of the channel attention module, and
CW  

represents the channel weight calculated by the proposed method. 

The long-term temporal module adopts a similar idea to the temporal shift module(TSM) [26]. For 

a given input X     N T C H W

I
, X

I
 is divided into 8  equal parts according to the channel dimension, 

namely, 
1 2 8X =[X ,X , ,X ]

I
, where 8

nX
   

 ，
C

N T H W

n 1,2, ,8= . 
1X  and 

3X  are shifted forward in the 

temporal dimension, and 
2X  is shifted backward in the temporal dimension. After the feature is moved, 

"outlier features" appear in the direction of temporal movement, and "vacant features" appear in the 

opposite direction of the temporal movement. We transfer the "outlier features" to the "vacant features" 

and restore the feature to the size before the temporal change. 

To efficiently represent local temporal information, the short-term temporal module refers to the 

ME module [30].  As shown in Figure 2 (bottom), unlike the ME module, to extract the motion 

information more fully, the short-term temporal module first calculates the feature-level frame 

differences of the current frame and two adjacent frames to represent the motion information so the 

network can automatically capture the difference information between adjacent frames. Then, similar to 

the channel attention module structure, we utilize the obtained motion information to enhance motion-

sensitive features, which can be interpreted as: 

O I I SX X X W= + ,  1 1 1 1, ,             N T C H W N T C N T C

O I S
X X W   (2) 

Where 
IX  and 

OX  represent the input and output of the short-term temporal module, and
SW  

represents the motion information weight calculated by the proposed module. 
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3.2 Cross-Modality Channel-Spatial Weight Mechanism 

The effective interaction of multimodal information during feature extraction is critical for 

successful cross-modal fusion. However, previous studies have often overlooked this aspect [1,10,16–



18]. In this paper, we propose a novel information interaction mechanism that avoids the performance 

limitations of simply concatenating features or increasing the computational load of the network 

through excessive use of two-dimensional convolutional layer stacks. Specifically, we employ an 

attention mechanism [31,39] that models dependencies between input data and enhances useful features. 

We draw inspiration from the Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM) proposed by Woo et al. 

[40], which sequentially infers attention maps along two independent dimensions (i.e., channel and 

spatial), and multiplies the resulting attention maps with the input feature map for adaptive feature 

refinement.  

In order to achieve effective information complementation in the process of in-side and out-side 

video feature extraction, as shown in Figure 3, we propose a cross-modality channel-spatial weight 

mechanism. We first use CBAM [40] to extract the channel and spatial dependencies of the features of 

in- and out-side video sequences, then apply the attention weight (channel and spatial) of the in-side 

video features to the out-side video features, and vice versa, the attention weight of the out-side video 

feature is applied to the in-side video features, which can be interpreted as: 

face face road face road
O I C I S

road road face road face
O I C I S

X X W X W

X X W X W

 = +


= +
   (3) 

Where    face N T C H W

I
X  and    road N T C H W

I
X  represent the in-side(driver) and out-side(road) 

video sequence features to be weighted,    face N T C H W

I
X  and    road N T C H W

I
X  represent the 

weighted in- and out-side video sequence features, 1 1   road N T C

C
W and 1   road N T H W

S
W  represent 

channel attention weights and spatial attention weights generated by in-side video features, 

1 1   face N T C

C
W and 1   face N T H W

S
W  represent channel attention weights and spatial attention 

weights generated by in-side video features.  

We employ the proposed cross-modality channel-spatial weight mechanism to efficiently 

complement multi-modal information. It is important to highlight that this cross-modal feature 

interaction is not limited to a single layer, but instead, weight calculation and cross-modal feature 

weighting are performed at the output features of each block of the two ResNet-50 networks (with 

channel and temporal information modeling) corresponding to the two modalities. 
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 Figure 4. Implementation of the contrastive learning module. 

 

3.3 Contrastive Learning Module 

Contrastive learning is a kind of representation learning, and its main idea is to make the 

representations of similar samples close, while dissimilar ones are far away [41–43]. In recent years, 

the idea of contrastive learning has begun to be exploited in the field of multimodal learning [44,45], 

specifically, multimodal data of the same sample are regarded as positive samples with similar 

structures, while data of different samples are regarded as negative samples that need to be kept away. 

Inspired by these studies, as shown as Figure 4, the proposed algorithm designs a contrastive learning 

module to force the network to learn structural knowledge interaction of multimodal data. In order to 

bring the positive sample features closer and the negative sample features farther away, we use the 

Cosine Similarity to measure the distance represented by the vector. The Cosine Similarity between x  

and y , S(x, y) , can be expressed as: 

 

n

i i
i 1

n n
2 2

i i
i 1 i 1

(x y )
x y

S(x, y)
|| x || || y ||

x y

=

= =




= =






 

     (4) 

 Then, for a pair of videos (in- and out-side) belonging to the same sample, we believe that their 

feature representations should have structural similarity, while feature representations belonging to 

different samples should have a certain distance. By calculating the Cosine Similarity between the 

features of positive and negative samples, the similarity penalty ps can be obtained, which can be 

expressed as:  

 

( )
( , )/

( , )/ ( , )/ ( , )/ ( , )/
log



 
 

= −  
+ + + 

 


p
i i

i j i j i j i j

S f r

s S f r S f f S r r S r f

i j

e

e e e e



   

   (5) 

Where
if and 

ir represent the feature vector representations of the in-side (driver) and out-side (road) 

videos of the i-th sample respectively,   is a temperature parameter that controls the concentration 

level of the distribution [43]. 
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 Figure 5. Implementation of the prediction module. 

 

3.4 Prediction Module and Decision Correction 

The design of an effective classifier is crucial for the accuracy of the prediction algorithm. 

However, for video recognition tasks, simply taking the average of frame-wise predictions as the output 

of the classifier is not sufficient to model the temporal information of the feature sequence [26,30,36]. 

In contrast, many recent studies have shown that building a fusion network based on 1D Conv is an 

effective approach for feature fusion of multimodal data [1,10,16]. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that 

previous studies often overlook or underutilize the valuable GPS information. 

In order to build an efficient classifier, as shown as Figure 5, we propose a prediction module 

based on Res-Layer [37] and GRU [46] classifier to get a preliminary prediction which is then 

corrected by incorporating the GPS information to obtain a final decision. We employ a simple but 

effective approach to utilize GPS information for decision correction. For example, if the driver to be 

predicted is in the leftmost lane, we think it is extremely unlikely that the driver will change lanes to 

the left, so we suppress the prediction score of "left change lane ". For the categories [go straight, left 

change lane, turn left, right change lane, turn right], the process of decision correction can be expressed 

as:  

if-train:[1,1,1,1,1]

[1, ,1,1,1] , no left change lane

[1,1,1, ,1] , no right change lane
if-validation:

[1,1, ,1, ] , no turn

[1,1,1,1,1] ,other





=  


 

T

T

T
d

T

T


 

 

          (6) 

Where   represent the suppression coefficient to suppress the score of the "wrong choice", and 

d represents the correction weight acting on the preliminary prediction. 

3.5 Multi-Task Framework 

To ensure accurate driver intention prediction without compromising the efficiency of single-

modality feature extraction, we utilize a multi-task framework to train the network. The primary task is 

to predict driver intention using the prediction module, while the output of the single-modal network 

serves as an auxiliary task to improve feature extraction for each modality and enhance the accuracy of 



prediction. Based on the above multi-task and multi-modal framework, the loss function of the 

proposed method can be expressed as: 

L=
2


( x +x )

{ [ ( 1- ) x + ] , y} +p
f r

d F s


   (7) 

Where (x, y) Cross entropy loss, 
Fx  represent the output of the prediction module, 

fx and 
rx

represent the output of the in-side (driver) and out-side (road) single-modal network respectively, and 

 represent the balance factor for multi-task learning. 

4. Experiments 

This section presents the experimental details and results of the proposed driver intention 

prediction method that utilizes multi-dimensional cross-modality information interaction. The 

performance of the proposed method on the driver intention prediction task is evaluated using the 

public Brain4cars dataset, and its recognition accuracy is compared against other algorithms. To assess 

the effectiveness of the proposed approach, several targeted ablation experiments are conducted to 

evaluate the contribution of various components, including the baseline for video feature extraction, the 

cross-modality channel spatial weight mechanism, the comparative learning module, the prediction 

module, and decision correction. The evaluation metrics used in the experiments include accuracy and 

F1-score, which are standard metrics for classification tasks. The details of the dataset and 

experimental setup are provided in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, while the results and analysis are 

presented in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. 

4.1 Dataset  

The Brain4cars dataset is a publicly available natural driving dataset, which consists of in-vehicle 

and out-vehicle videos, GPS, and speed information. It was released by Jain et al., who achieved an 

accuracy of 86% in expected anticipation of 3.5 seconds using a deep learning sensory fusion 

architecture [7]. Since human response time to an accident is typically 2-3 seconds in practical 

situations, it is crucial for driver intention prediction algorithms to have sufficient anticipation to enable 

drivers to make real-time decisions [5,6]. Therefore, we evaluated the performance of our proposed 

driver intention prediction method on the Brain4cars dataset to verify its effectiveness. In addition, we 

compared the recognition accuracy of our proposed method with other state-of-the-art algorithms, and 

conducted targeted ablation experiments to validate the effectiveness of different components of our 

method, including the baseline for extracting video features, the cross-modality channel spatial weight 

mechanism, the comparative learning module, the prediction module, and decision correction. 

4.2 Implementation Details 

The proposed driver intention prediction method is a multimodal and multi-task network that 

utilizes in-side and out-side video, GPS, and speed information as multimodal inputs. The video 

sequences are the primary modality, and ResNet-50 pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset is used as the 

backbone network for feature extraction. Multiple modules are inserted into each ResNet block of 

ResNet-50 in a reasonable manner to enhance the feature extraction process. For pre-training, we use 

the EgoGesture [47] dataset, a large-scale gesture recognition dataset. In the frame sampling strategy, 



we adopt the same method as TSN[38], divide the input video V  into T  video segments at equal 

intervals, that is, 
1 2( , , )

T
V V V V= , and randomly extract one frame from each video segment to obtain T 

image frames as the input sequence (in our experiments, T=8). During training, we use corner cropping 

and scale-jittering as data augmentation. After cropping, the size of the frame sequence input to the 

recognition network is 224 224N T C    , where N  is the batch size, T  is the number of segments, 

and C is the frame image channel number.  

GPS information is used as an auxiliary modality to correct the preliminary prediction results 

based on the analysis of video sequences. We digitize GPS information and record it as three digital 

features, including the current lane, total number of lanes, and intersection information. The current 

lane is counted from right to left, and the intersection information indicates the presence or absence of 

intersections near the vehicle using '1' and '0,' respectively. K-fold Cross Validation with K=5 is utilized 

to address the limited amount of data available in our experiments. 

 

Table 1. Comparisons with the state-of-the-art. We compare the proposed driver intention prediction 

method based on multi-dimensional cross-modality information interaction with other state-of-the-art 

methods on the Brain4cars datasets[7]. 

Method 
Data 

Source 

Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Fold5 Mean+std 

Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 

ConvLSTM auto-encoder 

& ResNet50 
In-out - - - - - - - - - - 84.0±0.1 84.3±0.1 

RNN-LSTM In-out - - - - - - - - - - 92.1 86.1 

STEDII-GRU In-out - - - - - - - - - - 92.1±1.9 90.0±2.2 

CF-LSTM and predictive-

Bi-LSTM-CRF 
In-out - - - - - - - - - - 92.4 93.6 

CNN-LSTM In-out - - - - - - - - - - 94.1 - 

F-RNN-DMT Inside - - - - - - - - - - 96.2 94.11 

DIPNet In-out 97.8 - 97.8 - 98.9 - 98.9 - 98.9 - 98.5±0.6 98.9 

Ours In-out 94.8 94.0 96.6 94.9 94.9 93.6 95.0 94.3 96.6 96.2 95.6±0.6 94.5±0.9 

 

4.3 Comparisons with the state-of-the-art 

Table 1 presents a comparison of the proposed driver intention prediction method, based on multi-

dimensional cross-modality information interaction, with other state-of-the-art methods on the 

Brain4cars dataset [7]. Recently, several studies have used deep learning to address the problem of 

driver intention prediction and have achieved promising results. However, most of these studies rely on 

3D Conv (STEDII-GRU[16], DIPNet[19]) or stacking of LSTM (ConvLSTM auto-encoder & 

ResNet50[10], RNN-LSTM[17], CF-LSTM and predictive-Bi-LSTM-CRF[20], CNN-LSTM[15], F-

RNN-DMT[3]) to model the temporal information of video sequences. This approach has resulted in 

large network parameters and high algorithm deployment costs.  

In contrast, the proposed driver intention prediction method achieves highly competitive results 



while balancing the algorithm deployment costs (Acc=95.6±0.6, F1=94.5±0.9), which is slightly lower 

than the current state-of-the-art method DIPNet [19] (Acc ↓ 3.9%, F1 ↓ 4.4%). However, the proposed 

method efficiently extracts channel-temporal features of in-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos, 

thereby achieving high-precision driver intent prediction while balancing the deployment cost of the 

algorithm. We further discuss and compare the computational cost and runtime of the algorithm in 

Section 5.1. 

4.4 Ablation Study 

In this section, we demonstrate the ablation experiments we design from four perspectives to 

show the superiority of the proposed driver intention prediction method in the structural design, 

including 1) the superiority of the baseline design for extracting video features, 2) the effectiveness of 

the cross-modality channel spatial weight mechanism, 3) the effectiveness of the comparative learning 

module, and 4) the effectiveness of the prediction module and the decision correction. 

 

Table 2. The superiority of the baseline design for extracting video features.  

Method Data Source Acc F1 

3D ResNet-50 In-out 80.3 84.5 

2D ResNet-50 with TSN In-out 82.2 79.3 

The Proposed Video Classification Network In-out 95.6  94.5 

 

4.4.1 The superiority of the baseline design for extracting video features  

Efficient video feature extraction is essential for accurate driver intention prediction, and the 

proposed method achieves this by designing an efficient video recognition network that extracts 

channel-temporal features of in-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos. In Table 2, the proposed video 

recognition network is compared with 3D ResNet-50 and 2D ResNet-50 with TSN on the Brain4cars 

dataset. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed video recognition network outperforms 

3D ResNet-50 with higher computational complexity (Acc ↑ 15.3%, F1 ↑ 10.0%), indicating that the 

proposed network can effectively model video sequence features even on a 2D Conv architecture. 

Moreover, the performance of the proposed video recognition network is also better than 2D ResNet-50 

with TSN (Acc ↑ 13.4%, F1 ↑ 15.2%), which indicates that the proposed multiple modules, including 

the channel attention module and the long- and short-term temporal module, can efficiently extract 

channel-temporal information from videos while achieving high-performance video classification. 

These results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed baseline design for extracting video features. 

 

Table 3. The effectiveness of the cross-modality channel spatial weight mechanism.  

Layer1 Layer2 Layer3 Layer4 Acc F1 

    90.8 89.9 



√    94.2 93.8 

√ √   94.6 94.0 

√ √ √  95.2 94.2 

√ √ √ √ 95.6 94.5 

 

4.4.2 The effectiveness of the cross-modality channel spatial weight mechanism 

The proposed cross-modality channel-spatial weight mechanism is a key feature of the proposed 

driver intention prediction method, which enables effective cross-modal information fusion during 

multimodal feature extraction. The mechanism calculates weights for each channel and spatial location 

in the output features of each block of the two ResNet-50 corresponding to the in-side and out-side 

videos, respectively. The weights are then used to perform cross-modal feature weighting, enabling 

effective information complementation between the two modalities. Experimental results show that the 

proposed mechanism significantly improves the algorithm performance, with an increase in accuracy 

and F1 score by 3.4~4.8% and 3.9~4.6%, respectively. Moreover, the results show that the more layers 

the mechanism is applied to, the better the recognition performance of the network. These findings 

suggest that the proposed mechanism is effective in facilitating cross-modal information fusion and 

improving the accuracy of driver intention prediction. 

 

Table 4. The effectiveness of the comparative learning module.  
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Acc 94.5 95.2 95.6 

F1 93.8 94.5 94.5 

 

4.4.3 The effectiveness of the comparative learning module 

To achieve effective multimodal information fusion, it is crucial to have direct structural 

knowledge interaction of multimodal features. To address this, we propose a contrastive learning 

module that forces the network to learn the structural knowledge interaction of multimodal data. The 

module treats multimodal data of the same sample as positive samples with similar structures, while 

data of different samples are regarded as negative samples that need to be kept apart. The distance 

represented by the vector is measured using Cosine Similarity. In Table 4, we compare algorithm 

performance before and after applying the proposed contrastive learning module and using different 

similarity penalty calculation formulas. The experimental results demonstrate that applying the 

proposed contrastive learning module improves algorithm performance (Acc ↑ 0.7~1.1%, F1 ↑ 0.7%), 

indicating the module's efficacy for effective multimodal information interaction. To design a similarity 



penalty that can enable effective structural knowledge interaction, we refer to the mainstream definition 

of comparative learning loss function [41–45]. We designed the proposed similarity penalty in Section 

3.3 and observed performance improvements (Acc ↑ 0.4%). 

 

Table 5. The effectiveness of the prediction module. 

 MLP DenseLayer ResLayer ResLayer with GRU 

Acc 90.3 88.8 95.1 95.6 

F1 90.3 84.3 93.2 94.5 

 

Table 6. The effectiveness of the decision correction. 

 None 0.5 =  0.1 =  

Acc 90.3 93.8 95.1 

F1 90.3 93.3 93.2 

 

4.4.4 The effectiveness of the prediction module and the decision correction 

 The classifier design is a crucial step in the driver intention prediction algorithm. To construct an 

efficient classifier, we propose a prediction module based on Res-Layer [37] and GRU [46] classifier. 

This module obtains a preliminary prediction, which is further refined by incorporating GPS 

information to obtain a final decision. In Table 5, we compare the proposed ResLayer with Denselayer 

and MLP structures, and the results show that the ResLayer structure outperforms the other two 

structures (Acc ↑ 4.8~6.3%, F1 ↑ 2.9~8.9%). Moreover, after incorporating GRU in the ResLayer, the 

algorithm performance was further improved (Acc ↑ 0.5%, F1 ↑ 1.3%), indicating that GRU can 

effectively model temporal information during the classification process.  

In Table 6, we evaluate the proposed decision correction method with different suppression 

coefficients. The results show that decision correction significantly improves the classification 

accuracy (Acc ↑ 3.5~4.8%, F1 ↑ 2.9~3.0%). Furthermore, a smaller suppression coefficient ( 0.1 = ) 

leads to better performance of the decision correction method (Acc ↑ 2.3%, F1 ↓ 0.1%), indirectly 

confirming the effectiveness of our proposed method. 

5. Discussion 

In this section, we will make necessary supplements and further discussions on some content 

beyond the main experiment ， including 1) efficient driver intention prediction, 2) training 

visualization. 

 

Table 7. Model complexity of the proposed method. We compare the model complexity with no 

module, a single module inserted, and the proposed video classification network.  



 No module 
channel attention 

module 
long-term temporal 

module 

short-term temporal 

module 
Multiple modules 

FLOPs 22.37 G 24.26 G 22.37 G 24.27 G 26.17 G 

Params. 11.14 M 11.15 M 11.14 M 11.68 M 11.69 M 

 

5.1 Efficient Driver Intention Prediction  

Driver intention prediction is a crucial aspect of intelligent driving that has gained attention from 

the scientific community. However, previous studies have mainly focused on improving performance 

without considering the deployment cost of the algorithm on onboard devices [1,3,10,15–17,19-20]. In 

this study, we propose an efficient video sequence feature extraction network to extract channel-

temporal features from in-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos separately. To model global and local 

temporal information of the video sequence, we use a long-term and short-term temporal module, 

respectively. Additionally, we employ a channel attention module to extract channel information. In 

Section 4.4.1, we have verified the effectiveness of the baseline design for extracting video features. In 

Table 7, we compare the model complexity of no module, a single module inserted, and the proposed 

video classification network. It can be observed that, there is only a small increase in model complexity 

after inserting a single module into the baseline (FLOPs ↑ 0~4.03% and Params. ↑ 0~4.85%). And our 

proposed network has a certain increase in model complexity (FLOPs ↑ 16.98% and Param. ↑ 4.94%), 

but considering the 13.4% improvement in accuracy on the Brain4cars dataset [7] compared to the 

backbone of the network (ResNet-50 with TSN), we believe that a small increase in computation cost is 

worthwhile to achieve a higher accuracy with reasonable deployment cost. 

 



The Most Important and Least Important Features

(By CA-Module) (By ST-Module)
Video Frames

(a) (b1) (b2) (c1) (c2)
 

Figure 6. Feature visualization: (a) video frame sequence for the "click with index finger" action; (b1) 

and (b2) are the highest and lowest weight features determined by the channel attention module; (c1) 

and (c2) are highest and lowest weighted features determined by the short-term temporal module. 

 

 5.2 Training Visualization 

In-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos are the most important information in driver intention 

prediction tasks. In order to effectively model video sequence features, we build an efficient video 

sequence feature extraction network to extract channel-temporal features of in- and out-side videos 

respectively and use the EgoGesture[47] dataset to pretrain the constructed network. In the process of 

building the network, in order to clearly observe the feature extraction operations of the proposed video 

classification network, we visually displayed the features enhanced and suppressed by the channel 

attention module and the short-term temporal module through the feature visualization.  

As shown in Figure 6, we focus on the most and least important features selected by these two 

modules. Figure 6(a) shows the video frame sequence for the "click with index finger" action; Figure 

6(b1) and (b2) are the highest and lowest weight features determined by the channel attention module; 

Figure 6(c1) and (c2) are the highest and lowest weighted features determined by the short-term 

temporal module. It can be seen that the (b1) and (c1) features effectively capture the subject 

performing the action (“hand”) and the action itself (“click with index finger”). In contrast, the (b2) and 

(c2) features cannot extract valuable information for action recognition from frame images. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a driver intention prediction method based on multi-dimensional cross-



modality information interaction. In order to balance the deployment cost of the algorithm while 

predicting the driver's intention with high accuracy, an efficient video recognition network is designed 

to extract channel-temporal features of in-side (driver) and out-side (road) videos respectively, in which 

we design a cross-modality channel-spatial weight mechanism to achieve information interaction 

between the two feature extraction networks corresponding respectively to the two modalities, and we 

also introduce a contrastive learning module by which we force the two feature extraction networks to 

enhance structural knowledge interaction. Then, the obtained representations of in- and out-side videos 

are fused using a Res-Layer based module to get a preliminary prediction which is then corrected by 

incorporating the GPS information to obtain a final decision. Besides, we employ a multi-task 

framework to train the entire network. As demonstrated on the Brain4cars datasets, our driver intention 

prediction method based on multi-dimensional cross-modality information interaction effectively 

balances computation and prediction performance, achieving efficient driver behavior prediction. 
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